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Any-angle Path Planning on Non-uniform Costmaps Sunglok Choi and Wonpil Yu



Abstract— A* on grid maps generates a path with zig-zag pattern, but Theta* is known to be free from this disadvantage. Theta* assumes that cost of each cell, cell-cost, is uniform, but non-uniform costs are effective ways to represent traversability on grid maps. Theta* does not work on non-uniform costmaps. In this paper, we generalize Theta* toward non-uniform costmaps. To extend Theta*, we propose two kinds of cost functions considering non-uniform cell-costs. The first function adopts the arithmetic mean under the assumption that all cells contribute equally to the overall cost. The second function uses the weighted mean by considering the true traversal length on each cell. We applied the proposed methods to two types of maps: synthetic and real maps. An experiment on synthetic maps quantifies performance of the two methods in terms of accuracy and computing time. The other experiment on real maps presents the effectiveness of Theta* with the proposed methods. The generalized Theta* generated the least-cost path compared with the original Theta* and A* on non-uniform costmaps.



I. I NTRODUCTION In robotics, a grid map is a popular medium to represent an environment. It represents a continuous space as a collection of discrete cells similarly to a bitmap image. It has been utilized in many applications including localization, mapping, SLAM, and path planning. A grid map can be regarded as a dense graph, and A* is a popular method to search a path between a pair of cells. However, A* generates an unnatural path with zig-zag pattern as shown in Figure 1. The problem results from a grid map which allows A* to expand its search toward eight directions (Figure 2(a)). The limitation forces a cost function of A* into octile distance. The octile cost function prevents A* from generating a natural and straight path in Euclidean sense. Various approaches have been performed to eliminate such zig-zag pattern. Simply, it is possible to make A* inspect more search directions [1]. However, it is not a complete solution. It just relaxes zig-zag symptom, and it eventually has another level of zig-zag pattern. Post-processing after A* makes its original path straight and smooth [2]. However, it is also not a fundamental solution. Its path basically comes from A*, and such local modification does not make the overall path straight (refer Figure 4 in [3]). Theta* [4] and Field D* [3] tackled the heart of the zig-zag problem. Both This work was supported partly by the R&D program of the Korea Ministry of Knowledge and Economy (MKE) and the Korea Evaluation Institute of Industrial Technology (KEIT). (The Development of Low-cost Autonomous Navigation Systems for a Robot Vehicle in Urban Environment, 10035354) Sunglok Choi and Wonpil Yu are with Robot and Cognitive System Research Department, Electronics and Telecommunications Research Institute (ETRI), Daejeon, Republic of Korea {sunglok,
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concentrate on making a cost function close to Euclidean distance. Theta* allows its search toward any direction up to any distance. It simply calculates cost between a node and its child nodes as Euclidean distance. It requires a collision test to check obstacles on their line-of-sight. However, Field D* allows only any-angle transition, so its child nodes are always adjacent 8 neighbors. It calculates cost using linear interpolation considering its expanding direction. Nash et al. [4] examined these approaches: A*, A* with postsmoothing, Field D*, Theta*, and so on. They have found that Theta* had the best performance in terms of path length and computing time. Recently, Theta* was extended to an incremental version [5], faster version [6], and 3D version [7]. However, Theta* does not work on non-uniform costmaps, and there is only brief description on it [8]. Non-uniform cellcosts are a quite effective way to represent traversability on grid maps. An environment needs to be modeled by various cell-costs to reflect the characteristics of terrain, altitude, or obstacles. Due to its usefulness, there was a workshop on Path Planning on Costmaps in conjunction with ICRA 2008. In A* and Field D*, a child node is next to its parent node. A* and Field D* easily calculate cost between them by considering only two cell-costs. In Theta*, however, a child node can be far from its parent node, and there are many cells on their line-of-sight. The original Theta* calculates cost using Euclidean distance, that is, it does not take into account of various cell-costs. In this paper, we extend Theta* to accommodate nonuniform costmaps. We formulate the cost calculation problem to estimate the average of cell-costs lying on the line-ofsight between a parent node and its child. The average of cell-costs compensates Euclidean distance considering non-uniform cell-costs. We propose two different methods to calculate the average of cell-costs. The first method utilizes the arithmetic mean under the assumption that all cells contribute equally to the cost calculation. The second method uses the weighted mean considering the true traversal length of the line-of-sight on each cell. We also introduce its fast implementation incorporated with a collision test in Theta*. Two methods have trade-off between accuracy and computing time. The second method calculates the true cost exactly, but it spends more computing time than the first method. We performed experiments on two types of maps: synthetic and real maps. An experiment on randomly generated maps analyzes accuracy and computing time of the proposed methods. Moreover, the other experiment on real maps presents the effectiveness of Theta* with our proposed methods. They can take into account of diverse cell-costs,



Fig. 1. An example by three different algorithms: A* with octile heuristic, A* with Euclidean heuristic, and Theta*. The grid map has 20-by-10 cells (c.f. red: a resultant path / cyan: search region). Each planning algorithm is performed from the left start cell to the right goal cell. Theta* generates a natural and shortest path in Euclidean sense unlike the others.



(a)



(b)



Fig. 2. An example of two grid-graph interpretation: (a) the center-node matching and (b) the corner-node matching.



and generate the least-cost path in comparison with other algorithms. II. A NY- ANGLE PATH P LANNING ON G RID M APS We briefly review Theta*, the state-of-the-art any-angle path planning algorithm. A. Grid-Graph Representation A grid map can be interpreted as a graph in two different ways: center-node and corner-node representation. The center-node representation assigns a node at the center of cell (Figure 2(a)). The corner-node representation assigns nodes at four corners of cell (Figure 2(b)). It is used by Field D* and Theta*. In this paper, we adopt the center-node representation due to following two reasons. Above all, the center-node one is more widely used representation. Many works on gridbased path planning have been performed on the center-node representation (Refer a well-known book [9]). Moreover, the corner-node one causes complex and ambiguous situations. In multiple of π2 direction, it needs to check occupancy of ‘two’ cells to determine their shared edge is movable or not. It is also ambiguous to assign traversal cost on their shared edge. Even if this paper describes all algorithms in the centernode representation, it is easy to transform them into the corner-node one. B. Theta* Path Planning Theta* is identical to A* except a way to select parents. Its main routine is described in Algorithm 1, which is same with A*. A pair of cells, cstart and cgoal , is given as the start and goal node. A set Cblock contains blocked cells on the given grid map. Of course, open is a priority queue whose Push



operation comes along with its comparison key. A heuristic function h is Euclidean distance between a pair of cells. Theta* terminates its search with a resultant path. The path is represented by a sequence of cells, P = {c1 , c2 , . . . , cn }. Algorithm 1 SearchPath(cstart , cgoal ) 1: 2: 3: 4: 5: 6: 7: 8: 9: 10: 11: 12: 13: 14: 15: 16: 17: 18: 19: 20: 21: 22: 23: 24: 25:



cstart .cost := 0 cstart .parent := cstart open := ∅ ` ´ open.Push cstart , cstart .cost + h(cstart , cgoal ) close := ∅ while open 6= ∅ do cbest := open.Pop() if cbest = cgoal then P = close.TraceParentsFrom(c best ) ˆ ˜ return success, P end if close.Push(cbest ) for each cchild adjacent to cbest do if cchild ∈ / Cblock and cchild ∈ / close then [cost, parent] := CalculateCost(cchild , cbest ) if cchild ∈ open and cost < cchild .g then open.Remove(cchild ) end if cchild .cost := cost cchild .parent ´ ` := parent open.Push cchild , cost + h(cchild , cgoal ) end if end for end while ˆ ˜ return failure, ∅



Theta* selects a parent cell according to the result of collision test. The detail is described in Algorithm 2, which is only difference with A*. If there is no obstacle on the line-ofsight between the parent of cbest and a newly expanded cell cchild , cchild shares the same parent with cbest (Algorithm 2: Line 1 – 2). It enables Theta* to expand its child toward any direction up to any distance. A cost from the parent to cchild is simply calculated by Euclidean distance, d(·, ·). In Euclidean sense, Theta* generates a shorter path than A* with octile distance. If the collision test always reports collision, Theta* will selects cbest as its parent all the time. It becomes exactly same with A*.



Algorithm 2 CalculateCost(cchild , cbest ) 1: 2: 3: 4: 5: 6:



if LineOfSight(cbest .parent, cchild ) = true then parent := cbest .parent else parent := cbest end if ˆ ˜ return parent.cost + d(parent, cchild ), parent



(a) The first iteration



(b) The second iteration



Fig. 3. An example of Bresenham’s collision test. (a) At first iteration, the test is performed toward x-direction. (b) At next iteration, the test moves toward y-direction. (c.f. cyan: visited cells by the collision test)



Algorithm 3 LineOfSight(cp , cc ) 1: 2: 3: 4: 5: 6: 7: 8: 9: 10: 11: 12: 13: 14: 15: 16: 17: 18: 19: 20: 21:



sx := sign(cp .x − cc .x) and δx := 2 |cp .x − cc .x| sy := sign(cp .y − cc .y) and δy := 2 |cp .y − cc .y| if δx > δy then τ := (δy − δx ) / 2 (x, y) := (cc .x, cc .y) and e := 0 while x 6= cp .x do if e > τ then (x, y) := (x + sx , y) and e := e − δy else if e < τ then (x, y) := (x, y + sy ) and e := e + δx else (x, y) := (x + sx , y + sy ) and e := e + δx − δy end if if GetCellAt(x, y) ∈ Cblock then return false end if end while else /* Here is similar with line 4–17. Please swap x and y.*/ end if return true



C. Bresenham’s Collision Test A collision test on a grid map checks obstacles on the line-of-sight between two given cells. It is quite similar with line-drawing in a bitmap image. Bresenham’s collision test comes from his fast line-drawing algorithm. It covers whole cells on the line-of-sight. It separates its test into two cases: |m| < 1 and |m| ≥ 1, where m is slope between two cells. Our explanation focuses on |m| < 1 case, but the other can be symmetrically derived. Bresenham’s collision test visits a cell in three types of movements: x-directional, y-directional, and diagonal. The next movement is selected to minimize distance from the line-of-sight. Figure 3 shows first two iterations of the collision test. At the first iteration, when we move toward y-direction, the visited cell has positive offset from the lineof-sight. Similarly, when we move toward x-direction, the visited cell has negative offset from the line-of-sight. It is significant that their distance is proportional to horizontal and vertical distance between two given cells. We define them as scaled error, δx and δy , respectively. Accumulating the scaled error, we can get the scaled distance from the line-of-sight to the visiting cell. The next movement is selected as a cell to minimize such scaled distance, e, as follows:   if |e + δx | > |e − δy | (x + 1, y) (x, y) → (x, y + 1) if |e + δx | < |e − δy | . (1)   (x + 1, y + 1) if |e + δx | = |e − δy | The detail implementation is described in Algorithm 3. The collision test starts from cc toward cp . Its comparison operations are optimized using constraints: δx ≥ 0, δy ≥ 0, and δx > δy . A function sign identifies sign of its given value and returns one of three values, {−1, 0, +1}.



Fig. 4. Terminology: A path-cost of a cell is overall traversal cost from cstart to the cell. It is written as c.cost. An edge-cost between a pair cells is cost to traverse the line-of-sight between them. It is written as Edge(c1 , c2 ). A cell-cost of a cell is cost to traverse the cell in a unit length. It is written as v(c). This paper represents the magnitude of a cell-cost as the intensity of the cell. This figure describes a situation to select a parent among cbest and cbest .parent.



III. T HETA * ON N ON - UNIFORM C OSTMAPS In grid-based path planning, a node selects its parent which minimize a path-cost from cstart to it. When M (cc ) is a set of parent candidates of a node cc , it is formulated as follows: cc .parent = argmin g(cp , cc ) ,



(2)



cp ∈M (c)



where g(cp , cc ) is a path-cost from cstart to cc through cp . The path-cost is calculated using the previously calculated path-cost of cp as follows: g(cp , cc ) = cp .cost + edge(cp , cc ) ,



(3)



where edge(cp , cc ) is an edge-cost from cp to cc . First, Theta* needs to select a parent node which minimize its path-cost. The original Theta* selects a parent node of cchild between its neighbor cell cbest or far apart cell



cbest .parent (Algorithm 2 and Figure 4). The selection only depends on the result of collision test, not the magnitude of path-costs through them. Actually, the cost comparison is not necessary on uniform cell-costs due to triangular inequality. However, even if the line-of-sight is valid between cbest .parent and cchild , the path-cost of cchild through cbest .parent can be bigger than the path-cost through cbest on non-uniform cell-costs. To avoid such situation, Theta* needs to select cbest .parent as a parent if following conditions are satisfied: 1) LineOfSight(cbest .parent, cchild ) = true 2) g(cbest .parent, cchild ) ≤ g(cbest , cchild ) . The original Theta* considers only the first condition on uniform costmaps. We generalize the original Theta* to include comparison of path-costs. The detail is described in Algorithm 4. Algorithm 4 CalculateCostNonUniform(cchild , cbest ) 1: 2: 3: 4: 5: 6: 7: 8: 9: 10:



g1 := cbest .cost + edge(cbest , cchild ) g2 := cbest .parent.cost + edge(cbest .parent, cchild ) if LineOfSight(cbest .parent, cchild ) = true and g2 ≤ g1 then parent := cbest .parent cost := g2 else parent := cbest cost := g1 end if ˆ ˜ return cost, parent



Second, Theta* needs to calculate an edge-cost considering each cell-cost lying on the line-of-sight. In A*, parent candidates are unblocked neighbor cells, so an edge-cost between cp and cc depends on only two cells, cp and cc . In Theta*, however, parent candidates exist in any direction up to any distance, and there are many cells on their lineof-sight. The original Theta* uses Euclidean distance as its edge-cost on uniform cell-costs, but it is no longer correct on non-uniform situation. Therefore, the edge-cost needs to be compensated as follows: edge(cp , cc ) = v¯ d(cp , cc ) ,



(4)



where v¯ is the averaged cell-cost of cells on the line-of-sight between cp and cc . The following subsections will deal with two methods to calculate the averaged cell-cost. A. Arithmetic Mean The averaged cell-cost is the arithmetic mean if each cell contributes the edge-cost evenly. It is represented as follows: X 1 v¯ = v(ci ) , (5) N ci ∈L



where L is a set of cells lying on the line-of-sight between cp and cc , N is its number of cells, and v(ci ) is a cell-cost at ci . The original Theta* assumes v(ci ) = 1, so its edge-cost is Euclidean distance. Looking both sides of line-of-sight, it is apparent that the line-of-sight traverses half of the start



Fig. 5. A line-of-sight passes through two cells. ai is the length of horizontal projection of the line-of-sight on ci , and bi+1 is the length of horizontal projection on ci+1 .



and goal cells. The averaged cell-cost can be improved by excluding half of their cell-costs as follows: 1 nX v(cp ) v(cc ) o . (6) v¯ = v(ci ) − − N −1 2 2 ci ∈L



Actually, the line-of-sight passes through each cell in different lengths (Figure 5). The assumption in the arithmetic mean is not valid, but it was verified as a good approximation in our experiments. B. Weighted Mean The averaged cell-cost is correctly calculated by the weighted mean whose weight is the ratio of traversal lengths. It is represented as follows: X w(ci ) v¯ = v(ci ) , (7) ∆x ci ∈L



where w(ci ) is the length of horizontal projection of the line-of-sight on a cell ci (i.e. ai in Figure 5), and ∆x is their P sum, i w(ci ), which is same with δx . To avoid a degenerate case, we adopt a horizontal projection when δx > δy and a vertical projection when δx ≤ δy . Our explanation focuses on the first case, but the other case is derived symmetrically. The horizontal projection is calculated by intersection of the line-of-sight and x-directional cell boundary. The lineof-sight is algebraically represented as follows: −δy x ˜ + δx y˜ = 0 ,



(8)



where (˜ x, y˜) is a relative position with respect to the cell cc as like (˜ x, y˜) = (x − xc , y − yc ). As the special case, the length of horizontal projection is 0.5 at both sides (cc and cp ) of the line-of-sight. Figure 5 shows other examples when the line-of-sight touches the top or bottom boundaries. When the line-of-sight goes through the top boundary of ci (Figure 5), the length of projection becomes ai =



δx (˜ yi + 0.5) − (˜ xi − 0.5) . δy



(9)



Similarly, when the line-of-sight passes through the bottom boundary of ci (Figure 5), the length of projection is bi = (˜ xi + 0.5) −



δx (˜ yi − 0.5) . δy



(10)



Algorithm 5 LineOfSightNonUniform(cp , cc ) The line-of-sight cannot go through the top and bottom boundaries together when δx > δy . In other words, a cell is impossible to have valid ai and bi simultaneously. Figure 5 only present a case of xp > xc and yp > yc . In the other three cases, we need to change sign of 0.5 in (9) and (10). However, if we uses the absolute value of the relative position (|˜ x|, |˜ y |), we can regard four cases as the single case, xp > xc and yp > yc . Lastly, when the line-of-sight does not touch both boundaries, the length of projection is apparently 1.0. In summary, the length of horizontal projection is calculated as follows:  0.5 if ci = cp or ci = cc    a if 0 < ai < 1 i w(ci ) = . (11)  b if 0 < b < 1 i i    1.0 otherwise The weighted mean seems computationally heavy because it requires many floating operations and comparisons. Implementation Tips The cost calculation using the weight mean can be accelerated incorporated with the collision test. In the collision test, the sum of scaled error e is e = −δy x ˆ + δx yˆ , (12) where x ˆ is the number of x-directional movements which is same with |˜ x|, and yˆ is the number of y-directional movements which is same with |˜ y |. It is quite similar with the line-of-sight equation (8). The cost calculation can utilize intermediate information generated by the collision test. Using the sum of scaled error, two horizontal projections are represented as follows: ρ − ei ρ + ei and bi = , (13) ai = δy δy where ρ is (δx + δy ) / 2. Moreover, there is an useful constraint, bi+1 = 1 − ai . This constraint means that bi+1 is always followed as w(ci+1 ) just after selecting ai as w(ci ). It is intrinsic as shown in Figure 5, and easily verified from ei+1 = ei − δx . Finally, the weighted cost calculation with the collision test is described in Algorithm 5 in detail. It substitutes edge and LineOfSight functions together in Algorithm 4. A function v(x, y) returns a cell-cost at (x, y) on the given grid map. Algorithm 5 does not require many floating operations and comparisons unlike our concerns. IV. E XPERIMENTS A. Synthetic Maps: Only Cost Calculation Configuration We performed an experiment on randomly generated maps. The experiment measured accuracy and computing time of our proposed methods: (5), (6), and (7). The experiment did not involve planning algorithms. The grid maps were generated with random sizes (0–500) and cell-costs (0–2). Each algorithm calculated cost from the bottom-left cell to top-right cell. Three methods were implemented in C++ with the same optimization incorporated the collision test. We repeated each cost calculation 105 times



1: 2: 3: 4: 5: 6: 7: 8: 9: 10: 11: 12: 13: 14: 15: 16: 17: 18: 19: 20: 21: 22: 23: 24: 25: 26: 27: 28: 29: 30: 31: 32: 33: 34: 35: 36: 37: 38: 39:



cost := 0 sx := sign(cp .x − cc .x) and δx := 2 |cp .x − cc .x| sy := sign(cp .y − cc .y) and δy := 2 |cp .y − cc .y| if δx = 0 and δy = 0 then return [true, cost] end if if δx > δy then τ := (δy − δx ) / 2 ρ := (δy + δx ) / 2 and w := 0 (x, y) := (cc .x, cc .y) and e := 0 cost := cost + 0.5 v(x, y) while x 6= cp .x do if e > τ then (x, y) := (x + sx , y) and e := e − δy if ρ + e < δy then w := (ρ + e) / δy cost := cost + w v(x, y) else cost := cost + v(x, y) end if else if e < τ then (x, y) := (x, y + sy ) and e := e + δx cost := cost + (1 − w) v(x, y) else (x, y) := (x + sx , y + sy ) and e := e + δx − δy cost := cost + v(x, y) end if if GetCellAt(x, y) ∈ Cblock then return [false, ∞] end if end while cost := cost − 0.5 v(x, y) if δx 6= 0 then p cost := cost δx2 + δy2 / δx end if else /* Here is similar with line 8–35. Please swap x and y.*/ end if return [true, cost]



on Intel Core2 CPU 2.13GHz with 3GB RAM. The error of calculated edge-cost is quantified by truth − edge(cp , cc ) error [%] = × 100 , (14) truth where truth is the true edge-cost between cp and cc . The computing time was measured by QueryPerformanceCounter function in Win32 API, whose resolution is up to nanosecond. Figure 6 shows performance of three methods with respect to path length. Result and Discussion The cost calculation with the weighted mean returned exactly same value with the truth, but it spent 30 percent more computing time than others. Two methods with the arithmetic mean had less than 1.5 percent error after 150 path length. However, their error became worse in short path length. Especially, the first method (5) had more error because it does not consider both sides of line-of-sight. They had similar computing time all the time, and they spent 50 percent more time than the collision test without calculating an edge-cost.



(a) Accuracy



(b) Computing Time



Fig. 6. Experimental results on the synthetic maps are presented in histograms (the number of bins: 25, the size of bins: 20): (a) the average of error and (b) average of computing time.



(a) ETRI-1F



(b) ETRI-L2



(c) ETRI-1F(G)



(d) ETRI-L2(G)



Fig. 7. Four different sizes of maps are utilized: (a) ETRI-1F, ETRI-LC, ETRI-L1, and (b) ETRI-L2. (c) and (d) present examples of their gradational costmaps.



B. Real Maps: Path Planning Configuration We performed a path planning experiment on four real maps. From the given binary grid maps, we assigned gradational cell-costs considering distance from obstacles. A cell near obstacles had bigger cost, and a cell far from obstacles had smaller cost. It was simply done by a series of dilation operations which is well-known in image processing. Figure 7 presents two examples of the given binary grid maps and their gradational costmaps. The costmaps are quite similar with standard potential field in [10]. Such gradational cell-cost is a useful tool to generate a safe path considering obstacles. Path planning was performed 103 times on each map, and its start and goal were randomly selected. We performed path planning on six configurations: A*(OO), A*(OE), Theta*, Theta*+AM1, Theta*+AM2, and Theta*+WM. A*(OO) and A*(OE) are A* algorithm with octile and Euclidean heuristic, respectively. They are also described in Figure 1. Theta*+AM1, Theta*+AM2, and Theta*+WM are Theta* algorithm with each proposed method: (5), (6), and (7). Figure 8, 9, and 10 show their performance and examples on each map. Result and Discussion Theta*-AM1, Theta*-AM2, and



(a) Path Cost



(b) Computing Time



Fig. 8. Experimental results on four real maps are presented in histograms (the number of bins: 25, the size of bins: 20): (a) the average of path-cost and (b) average of computing time.



Theta*-WM had less path-costs than others. In Figure 8(a), their path-costs were almost 2 times less than the original Theta*. In Figure 10, their path is also safer than a path by Theta*. Theta*-WM had the least path-cost, and the other two methods had slightly bigger path-cost (less than 1 percent). Their difference was not significant unlike the first experiment on the synthetic maps, and their resultant paths were also quite similar. The cost calculation using the arithmetic means overestimates or underestimates edge-costs, and sum of edge-costs was neutralized by such positive and negative errors. This is why Theta*-AM1 and Theta*-AM2 had similar path-cost in path planning on the real maps. Theta*-AM1, Theta*-AM2, and Theta*-WM spent almost 10 times more computing time than the original Theta*. However, it is a common phenomenon in A* and its variants on non-uniform costmaps. A* usually visited more cells when it is performed on non-uniform costmaps due to its heuristic function. A heuristic function (i.e. octile or Euclidean distance) usually assumes uniform cell-costs. Therefore, its heuristic function on non-uniform costmaps does not guide its searching order as much as that on uniform costmaps. Similarly, A*(OO) and A*(OE) on the non-uniform costmaps were 10 times slower than them on the uniform costmaps. Figure 10 shows their search region. In our experiments, five algorithms on the non-uniform costmaps visited around 2–3 times more cells. V. C ONCLUSION In this paper, we extended Theta* to accommodate nonuniform costmaps. We formulate the cost calculation problem to estimate the averaged cell-cost lying on the line-of-sight. We solve the problem through the arithmetic and weighted means, respectively. An edge-cost by the arithmetic mean has error especially in short path length, but the weighted mean estimates the true edge-cost with more computation. Their performance had a trade-off between accuracy and computing time. In general, it is reasonable to use the weighted mean (7) because it requires only 10 percent more computing time on real maps. However, it is better to use the arithmetic means (6) if computing time is a serious issue. One of our future research will be directed to accelerate A* and its variants on non-uniform costmaps. The research may tackle a heuristic function to consider non-uniform cell-



Fig. 9. Experimental results on four real maps are presented in this table: the average of path-cost, computing time, and path length on each map. On uniform costmaps (v(ci ) = 1), path-cost will be same with path-length. In our experiment, path-cost on uniform costmaps was measured on their non-uniform costmaps to consistently compare the results.



Fig. 10. The figure describes example paths by each method on two real maps. (c.f. red: a resultant path / cyan: search region, visited cells by each algorithm)
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